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Using functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), we mapped the retinotopic organization throughout the visual cortex of fixating
monkeys. The retinotopy observed in areas V1, V2, and V3 was completely consistent with the classical view. V1 and V3 were bordered
rostrally by a vertical meridian representation, and V2 was bordered by a horizontal meridian. More anterior in occipital cortex, both
areas V3A and MT–V5 had lower and upper visual field representations split by a horizontal meridian. The rostral border of dorsal V4 was
characterized by the gradual transition of a representation of the vertical meridian (dorsally) to a representation of the horizontal
meridian (more ventrally). Central and ventral V4, on the other hand, were rostrally bordered by a representation of the horizontal
meridian. The eccentricity lines ran perpendicular to the ventral V3–V4 border but were parallel to the dorsal V3–V4 border. These
results indicate different retinotopic organizations within dorsal and ventral V4, suggesting that the latter regions may not be merely the
lower and upper visual field representations of a single area. Moreover, because the present fMRI data are in agreement with previously
published electrophysiological results, reported distinctions in the retinotopic organization of human and monkey dorsal V4 reflect
genuine species differences that cannot be attributed to technical confounds. Finally, aside from dorsal V4, the retinotopic organization
of macaque early visual cortex (V1, V2, V3, V3A, and ventral V4) is remarkably similar to that observed in human fMRI studies. This
finding indicates that early visual cortex is mostly conserved throughout hominid evolution.
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Introduction
Typically, visual cortical areas can be identified on the basis of
differences in anatomical connections, cytoarchitecture, myelo-
architecture, functional properties, and retinotopic organization.
Using these criteria, monkey visual cortex has been tentatively
parceled into �30 different visual areas (Felleman and Van Es-
sen, 1991); however, although borders of early visual areas are
well established (Daniel and Whitteridge, 1961; Zeki, 1977b; Van
Essen et al., 1984), defining borders has proven to be more com-
plex in extrastriate cortex (Van Essen, 2003). Indeed, alternative

parcellation schemes have been proposed for area V4 [dorsolat-
eral (“DL”) and dorsomedial (“DM”) by Kaas and colleagues
(2001)], as well as the for the complete extent of inferotemporal
(Van Essen et al., 2003) and posterior parietal cortex (Seltzer and
Pandya, 1978; Colby et al., 1988; Andersen et al., 1990; Boussaoud
et al., 1990; Felleman and Van Essen, 1991; Preuss and Goldman-
Rakic, 1991; Lewis and Van Essen, 2000).

The recent development of noninvasive functional imaging tech-
niques has led to the paradoxical situation that, although virtually
nothing was known about the retinotopic organization of human
visual cortex a decade ago, it is currently mapped in a more system-
atic manner than that of nonhuman primates (Engel et al., 1994;
Sereno et al., 1995; DeYoe et al., 1996; Goebel et al., 1998; Hadjikhani
et al., 1998; Kastner et al., 1998; Wandell, 1999; Grill-Spector et al.,
2000; Tootell and Hadjikhani, 2001; Huk et al., 2002). In the present
study, we exploited the advantages of whole-brain in vivo imaging
techniques and applied them to monkeys (Logothetis et al., 1999;
Vanduffel et al., 2001). Because response properties might vary sig-
nificantly between awake and anesthetized animals (Pack et al.,
2001), and because higher tier areas [e.g., V4, middle superior tem-
poral (MST), areas within the intraparietal sulcus (IPS), TE] are
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more difficult to activate under anesthesia (Rainer et al., 2001), we
performed the retinotopic mapping experiments in awake rather
than anesthetized monkeys (Logothetis et al., 1999; Brewer et al.,
2002).

In addition to validating the boundaries of early areas, we
focused on V4 because its anterior border is still controversial
(Van Essen and Zeki, 1978; Maguire and Baizer, 1984; Gattass et
al., 1988; Brewer et al., 2002; Lyon and Kaas, 2002; Pigarev et al.,
2002). Some of these authors (Brewer et al., 2002) have added
confusion to this debate by assigning both a horizontal (their Fig.
8), or a vertical meridian (their Fig. 14) to the anterior border of
ventral V4 within a single study. Furthermore, it has been sug-
gested that, unlike monkey dorsal V4 (V4d), its human topolog-
ical equivalent lacks a clear retinotopic organization (Bartels and
Zeki 2000; Tootell and Hadjikhani, 2001). Therefore, if awake
monkey functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) were to
reveal a retinotopic organization within V4d similar to that de-
scribed by monkey electrophysiology, differences in the retino-
topic organization of human and monkey V4d could not be ex-
plained by technical confounds and would have to be attributed
to the difference in species.

Finally, we attempted to isolate V3A, middle temporal area
(MT/VS), and TEO on the basis of their presumptive representa-
tion of the complete contralateral hemifield (Gattass and Gross,
1981; Van Essen et al., 1981; Gaska et al., 1988; Boussaoud et al.,
1991; Tootell et al., 1997).

Materials and Methods
Four male (M1, M3, M4, and M5) rhesus monkeys (4 – 6 kg) were used in
the first experiment, and two (M1 and M5) were used in the second and
third experiments. The surgical procedures and training of the animals
were similar to those described by Vanduffel et al. (2001) and are sum-
marized briefly here. Before MR scanning, each monkey was implanted
with an MR-compatible plastic headset, which was covered by dental
acrylic. All operations were performed under isoflurane (1.5%)/N2O
(50%)/O2 (50%) anesthesia. Antibiotics (50 mg/kg, i.m.; Kefzol, Lilly,
Brussels, Belgium) and analgesics (4 mg/kg, i.m.; Dolzam, Zambon,
Brussels) were given daily for 3–7 d after each surgery. The surgical
procedures conformed to national, European, and National Institutes of
Health guidelines for the care and use of laboratory animals.

After recovery, the monkeys were adapted to a plastic restraining chair
and then habituated to the sounds of MR scanning in a “mock” MR bore.
The monkeys were seated comfortably on their haunches, in the so-called
“sphinx” position. Subjects were water deprived during the period of
testing, and behavioral control was achieved using operant conditioning
techniques. They were trained to a high-acuity orientation discrimina-
tion task that was used to calibrate a pupil– corneal reflection tracking
system (RK-726PCI, Iscan, Cambridge, MA). Once this eye-tracking sys-
tem was calibrated, we presented a fixation spot only. The monkey was
rewarded for maintaining fixation within a square-shaped central fixa-
tion window (2° on a side). The interval between rewards was decreased
systematically (from 2500 to 500 msec) as the monkey maintained its
fixation within the window during the “trials.” Each trial could be infi-
nitely long and was interrupted only when the monkey made an eye-
movement outside the fixation window. After fixation performance
reached asymptote (after 20 –50 training sessions), the monkey in its
plastic restraining box was placed into a horizontal bore, 1.5 T Siemens
Sonata scanner equipped with echo-planar imaging. A radial surface coil
(10 cm diameter) was positioned immediately over the head. This coil
covered sufficiently the whole monkey brain. Before each scanning ses-
sion, a single bolus of Monocrystalline Iron Oxide Nanoparticle (MION)
(4 –11 mg/kg), diluted in an isotonic sodium citrate, pH 8.0, �1–2 ml,
was injected intravenously into the femoral vein. Approximately 5–10
min after injection, we started the acquisition of the functional volumes.
After a series of scanning sessions of 1–3 weeks, we administered an iron

chelator (1 mg/d, i.m.; deferoxaminum, Desferal, Novartis, Brussels) to
the monkeys for 4 – 6 d.

During the training and the fMRI experiments, the monkeys were
required to maintain their fixation within the window throughout the
acquisition of a single time-series (or scan). The monkeys were allowed to
break fixation in the periods between consecutive time-series. Obviously,
it is almost impossible to fixate within a window of 2 � 2° for �576 sec
(i.e., the maximal duration of a time-series in the present experiment);
however, because of the extended training of the subjects (subjects M1,
M3, and M4 were trained for 1– 4 years before the present experiments
and participated in a number of other passive viewing experiments), the
monkeys made only a few eye movements outside the fixation window.
No systematic correlation between the type of stimulus and saccadic eye
movements was observed. The visual stimuli were not removed from the
display when the monkeys made a saccade outside the fixation window.
Rather, eye movement-related activity was dissociated from stimulus-
linked activity during the statistical analysis by including the eye traces in
the general linear model as a covariate of no interest [after thresholding
and convolving the eye traces with the MION response function, we
subsampled the eye traces (50 Hz) to the repetition time (TR) (2.4 sec)
(Vanduffel et al., 2001)]. Using a similar approach we also excluded
movement-related from stimulus-linked activity by including the mo-
tion realignment parameters (for the three rotation and three translation
axis) in the statistical analysis as a variable of no interest.

Visual stimuli were projected from a Barco 6300 LCD projector
(1024 � 768 pixels, 60 Hz refresh rate) using customized optics (Buhl
Optical) onto a screen that was positioned in front of the monkey’s eyes
at a distance of 54 cm. The stimuli (except for the eccentricity experi-
ment) covered 28° of the visual field. In the first experiment, five types of
stimuli were used: (1) a 12° wedge, centered on the horizontal meridian
axis and symmetric with respect to the fixation point (referred to as
“horizontal meridian” or HM stimulus); (2) a 24° wedge, centered on the
vertical meridian axis and symmetric with respect to the fixation point
(“vertical meridian” or VM stimulus); (3) a 168° wedge, symmetric with
respect to the upper vertical meridian axis (“upper visual field” or UVF
stimulus); (4) a 168° wedge, symmetric to the lower vertical meridian axis
(“lower visual field” or LVF stimulus); and (5) a central disk (3° diame-
ter) referred to as “central visual field” or CVF stimulus. In the second
experiment, the central visual field stimulus was used in addition to three
annuli centered on the fixation point, with respective inner and outer
radii of [1.5–3.5], [3.5–7], [7–14] degrees eccentricity. All of these stimuli
were composed of four different textures randomly alternating every 0.9
sec: a colored flickering checkerboard (flickering at 4 Hz), an achromatic
flickering checkerboard (same refresh rate), moving white dots (0.25°
diameter, speed 4° per second, 10% dot density, moving in eight direc-
tions, randomly changing in 45° intervals), and moving white lines (0.1°
thickness, same speed and density as the dots, moving in eight directions,
randomly changing in 45° intervals). In the last experiment, we not only
presented the principal meridians but also wedges confined to 12° of the
visual field centered over the 45 diagonals (relative to the vertical merid-
ian). In the latter test, we randomized the epochs with stimuli confined to
the HM, the VM, the clockwise “oblique” (tilted 45° from vertical), the
anticlockwise oblique (tilted �45° from vertical), and the no-stimulus
condition. As in all other experiments listed above, the order of stimulus
types was randomized from time-series to time-series. Furthermore,
we repeated the same order two or three times within a single time-
series (e.g., two examples of stimulus orders that we used
are: HM-VM-UVF-LFV-CVF-no-stimulus-HM-VM-UVF-LFV-CVF-no-
stimulus-HM-VM-UVF-LFV-CVF-no-stimulus, and LVF-no-stimulus-
HM-CVF-VM-UVF-LVF-no-stimulus-HM-CVF-VM-UVF-LVF-
no-stimulus-HM-CVF-VM-UVF).

A block design was used in each scan (block durations 24 sec). Each
scan or time-series consisted of minimal 180 and maximal 240 functional
volumes (i.e., they were 432–576 sec long). The functional volumes were
gradient-echoplanar images (GE-EPI) covering the whole brain [EPI; TR
2.4 sec; echo time (TE) � 28 msec; 64 � 64 matrix; 2 � 2 � 2 mm voxels;
32 contiguous sagittal slices]. In a separate session, an anatomical three-
dimensional magnetization prepared rapid acquisition gradient-echo
volume (1 � 1 � 1 mm voxel size) was acquired using a small volume coil
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(commercial Siemens “knee-coil”) while the monkey was anesthetized.
These anatomical volumes were placed in the Horsley-Clark stereotaxic
space.

Only scanning sessions during which the behavioral performance of
the monkeys was acceptably high (�80% fixation of the total scan dura-
tion) were considered for statistical analysis. The total number of func-
tional volumes used for the first and third series of experiments (the
meridian and oblique mapping experiments) were 17355 (M1), 10800
(M3), 5760 (M4), and 8100 (M5). These volumes were acquired during
six, five, three, and five scanning sessions, respectively. Twelve thousand
volumes were acquired during seven pilot sessions. For the second series
of experiments, we acquired 4500 and 7560 functional volumes for M1
(during one session) and M5 (during three sessions), respectively.

The functional volumes were aligned to correct for brain motion and
then nonrigidly co-registered with their own anatomical volumes using
the “MATCH” software. Briefly, the algorithm computed a dense defor-
mation field by composing small displacements minimizing a local cor-
relation criterion. The use of a local similarity measure allowed the pro-
gram to cope with nonstatic behaviors in the intensity profiles of the
anatomical and functional volumes. Regularization of the deformation
field was achieved by low-pass filtering. Details regarding this approach
can be found in Chef d’Hotel et al. (2002) and Hermosillo et al. (2002).
The functional volumes were further resliced to 1 mm 3 voxels and
smoothed with an isotropic Gaussian kernel (� 0.68 mm).

Data were analyzed using standard Statistical Parametric Mapping 99
procedures (global scaling, low- and high-pass filtering). We included
only those time-series in the statistical analysis in which the monkeys
maintained fixation within the 2 � 2° window for �80% of the total scan
duration. Each stimulus epoch was represented as a box-car model con-
voluted by the MION response function as defined in Vanduffel et al.
(2001). The remainder of the analysis was similar to that described in this
previous study. The t-score maps were thresholded at p � 0.05 corrected
for multiple comparisons, corresponding to a t-score �4.86. For the
coronal, horizontal, and sagittal sections of Figures 3–5, the thresholds
were increased to optimize the visualization of the most significant voxels
(t � 10, 20, or 40; thresholds are indicated on the color-scale bars). In
experiment 1, we contrasted the vertical and horizontal meridians
(VM-HM and HM-VM), the upper and lower visual field stimulation
(UVF-LVF and LVF-UVF), and the central and peripheral stimulation
(2CVF-LVF-UVF and UVF�LVF-2CVF). In experiment 2, significance
maps were computed separately for each stimulus type by comparing its
response with the activity evoked by all remaining stimulus types in this
test. In addition, we computed the percentage MR signal changes, relative
to the no-stimulus condition (fixation only baseline), for several points
along lines following the cortical surface. In these plots, the sign of those
changes (see Figs. 1 F, G, 7) are inverted for convenience (an increase in
blood volume as measured by MION leads to a decrease in MR signal).

t-Score maps were combined and projected onto the flattened cortical
reconstruction (at the level of layer 4) of the same animal using Freesurfer
software. The flattened representations include the entire occipital pole
of the cortex, which was cut anterior to the most rostral tips of the
superior temporal sulcus (STS) and intraparietal sulcus. The operculum
was split along its representation of the horizontal meridian. This cut
extended medially toward the anterior end of the calcarine sulcus. To
assess the variability of the maps, we will present detailed data from all
eight hemispheres tested.

Results
Representation of meridians and quadrants
Striate and prestriate cortex
At the earliest levels of the visual cortex, transitions between areas
are characterized by representations of meridians. Therefore, to
identify the borders of these early areas, we first mapped the
cortical representation of the horizontal and vertical meridians.
The comparison of activity evoked by the vertical and horizontal
wedges revealed a stripe-like alternating pattern of higher HM-
related (yellow color-coded t-map) and VM-related (blue color-
coded t-map) activity (Figs. 1A, 2). The overlying solid (HM) and

dashed (VM) white lines correspond to the areal boundaries.
These boundaries were derived by combining information from
the statistical maps together with local maxima in percentage MR
signal change evoked by the horizontal or vertical wedges relative
to the no-stimulus condition. This is exemplified in Figure 1, F
and G, for monkeys M1 and M3, respectively. The local maxima
in percentage signal changes are indicated in Figure 1D–G by the
letters a–j . The local t-value maxima (for the VM-HM or
HM–VM subtractions), on the other hand, were defined by grad-
ually increasing the threshold of the statistical maps until the local
statistical maximum could be visualized. The statistical threshold
required to reveal these local maxima differed slightly among
the respective positions. This information was combined
with the aforementioned local maxima in percentage signal
changes (the local t-value maxima and percentage signal change
maxima coincided closely, well within the range of our spatial reso-
lution). As one would expect from the electrophysiology, we could
define the anterior borders of areas V1 (first VM representation), V2
(second HM), and V3 (second VM) in dorsal and ventral occipital
cortex of the four monkeys (Fig. 2).

Area V4
The large cortical region covering and surrounding the prelunate
gyrus is classically assigned to be area “V4” (Zeki, 1977b). Be-
cause of the pronounced receptive field scatter, increasing recep-
tive field sizes, and heterogeneity of response properties in this
region (Zeki, 1977b; Schein et al., 1982; Maguire and Baizer,
1984; Tanaka et al., 1986; Gattass et al., 1988; Kaas and Lyon,
2001; Pigarev et al., 2002), however, the exact retinotopic orga-
nization of this area is still unclear in monkeys. Specifically, the
anterior border of dorsal V4 is still controversial because it is not
clear whether this area is rostrally completely bordered by a rep-
resentation of the horizontal meridian (Van Essen and Zeki,
1978; Maguire and Baizer, 1984; Brewer et al., 2002; Pigarev et al.,
2002) or whether it is not (Gattass et al., 1988; Brewer et al., 2002;
Lyon and Kaas, 2002). To resolve this controversy, we focused on
the anterior border of V4.

In agreement with the literature (Gattass et al., 1988), we ob-
served, 7–9 mm rostral to the V3v–V4v border, an HM represen-
tation between the inferior occipital sulcus (IOS) and the poste-
rior middle temporal sulcus (PMTS) (Figs. 1A, 2, 3). As described
by Boussaoud et al. (1991), this HM representation is discontin-
uous (see all hemispheres in Fig. 3A) and corresponds to the
anterior border of V4v with TEO. In the four monkeys, the dorsal
extension of this anterior HM border of V4v curved away from
the prelunate gyrus into the STS to become the horizontal merid-
ian between the upper and lower field representation in MT–V5
(Figs. 1C, 3A–C, 4). An independent motion-localizer test (Fig.
4C,E) revealed that at this level in the STS (Fig. 4A) (at levels �6
and �5 mm posterior to the center of the ear canal), the repre-
sentation of the HM (Fig. 4F, yellow color code) was located
within the middle of MT–V5. Therefore, the latter HM represen-
tation (Fig 4A) (at levels dorsal to the �6 mm level) cannot
correspond to the anterior border of dorsal V4.

Because we found no consistent representation of any princi-
pal meridian at the rostral border of anatomically defined V4d,
we conducted an additional test (experiment 3) in which we pre-
sented stimuli that included not only the meridians but also
wedges covering 12° of the visual field centered on the diagonals
(tilted 45° clockwise or counterclockwise from vertical; see Ma-
terials and Methods). As borne out quantitatively (Fig. 4A), this
test revealed that, along the dorsoventral axis, the anatomically
defined anterior border of dorsal V4 (in the upper part of the
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caudal bank of the STS) (Fig. 4A, gray hatched region) is charac-
terized by a gradual transition from the representation of a VM
(dorsally), passing through angles that are 45° from vertical, to-
ward a representation of the HM (more ventrally). Thus V4 is
bordered anteriorly by an HM representation only near the rep-
resentation of eccentricities between �5 and �7° (see below for
eccentricity test) and farther ventrally (for foveal and upper visual
field representations). This gradual transition from the VM to-
ward the HM is illustrated in the plots of the percentage MR
signal changes for the principal meridians and the diagonals
made along the cortex from the prelunate gyrus toward the fun-
dus of the STS (Fig. 4A). The measurements were taken at 1 mm
dorsoventral intervals (in both hemispheres of two monkeys), as
illustrated on a flat map and a representative coronal section (Fig.
4B–D, yellow lines). The location of anatomical landmarks (lip of
posterior bank of the STS, and the fundus of STS) (Fig. 4D) and

the anterior border of anatomically defined V4d (hatched gray)
are also indicated on the respective line plots (Fig. 4A). A shift of
this “presumptive” V4d border toward either the lip or the fun-
dus of the posterior bank of the STS does not alter our conclu-
sions. The observed transition from a VM toward an HM repre-
sentation at the anterior border of V4d is in agreement with
previous electrophysiological findings (Gattass et al., 1988), al-
though not with a recent anesthetized monkey fMRI experiment
(Brewer et al., 2002).

The dorsal border of V4d appears to be a representation of the
vertical meridian in six of eight hemispheres (Figs. 1A, 2, 3A, label 2).
The latter VM ran perpendicular to the vertical meridian between
V3d and V4d (Figs. 1A, 2, 3A, label 1) (see Discussion). This VM,
located between V4d, V3A, and possibly dorsal prelunate area (DP)
(see Discussion), has also been described by Gattass et al. (1988, their
Fig. 8).

Figure 1. Representation of meridians, central and peripheral, and upper and lower visual field. A, T-score map of horizontal (red-yellow color code: HM–VM) and vertical (blue color code:
VM–HM) meridian representations. The activations driven by stimuli confined to the meridians are represented as t-score maps ( p � 0.05, corrected for multiple comparisons) on the flattened
cortical reconstruction (dark gray: sulci; light gray: gyri). White solid and dashed lines represent the horizontal and vertical meridians, respectively. Labels 1–3 correspond to different VM
representations in the region surrounding the prelunate gyrus. B, Significance map for central (red-yellow: central–peripheral VF) and peripheral visual stimulation (blue: peripheral– central VF).
Black dashed line indicates the contour of the central 1.5° eccentricity line. Stars indicate additional foveal activations ( p � 0.05, corrected for multiple comparisons). C, Significance map for upper
(blue: upper–lower VF) and lower (red-yellow: lower– upper VF) visual field representations. “L” and “U” labels indicate the locations of lower and upper field representations. D, E, Summary of
visual field maps for M1 (right hemisphere) and M3 (left hemisphere) on the basis of tests as illustrated in A–C. Red labels indicate the visual areas defined by either anatomical location or known
visual field representation (V1– 4, V3A, LIP) and anatomical location and motion sensitivity (MT–V5, FST). F, G, Plots of percentage MR signal change related to horizontal (red) and vertical (blue)
meridian relative to the no-stimulus condition as sampled along the lines indicated in D (a– e) and E (f–j). Error bars represent SEM between the left and right hemispheres. IOS, Inferior occipital
sulcus; OTS, occipitotemporal sulcus; STS, superior temporal sulcus; LaS, lateral sulcus; IPS, intraparietal sulcus; POS, parieto-occipital sulcus; LuS, lunate sulcus. (1) The extent of light gray on the
anatomical representations could give a misleading estimation of the width of the gyri. A more realistic extent of the gyrus is represented by the yellow ruler in D. This remark holds true for all gyri
of all flat maps.
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MT–V5 and fundus superior temporal sulcus area
We first used an independent motion-localizer test to function-
ally define the location of MT–V5 and fundus superior temporal
sulcus area. In this test, we compared activity evoked by moving
(4°/sec) and stationary random texture patterns 14° in diameter
(Vanduffel et al., 2001). Although this test yields an accurate
localization of the representation of the central 7° within MT–V5,
it does not allow one to define its exact border (because we did
not stimulate the peripheral visual field). Yet within functionally
defined MT–V5, which fits with its known anatomical location
(Vanduffel et al., 2001) (Fig. 4E), a robust retinotopic organiza-

tion was observed with a horizontal meridian separating ventral
upper and dorsal lower visual field representations (Figs. 1C, 3A,
4A,F). More ventrally within the STS, area MT–V5 was separated
from FST by a representation of a vertical meridian (Figs. 1A, 2,
3A, label 3). Dorsal from MT–V5, another vertical meridian rep-
resentation was observed in six of eight hemispheres (Fig. 3A,
label 2).

V3A
The most straightforward means of distinguishing area V3A from
its direct neighbors is on the basis of its representation of the

Figure 2. Representation of meridians. T-score maps ( p � 0.05, corrected for multiple comparisons) of horizontal (red-yellow) and vertical (blue) meridian representations are presented on the flattened
cortical reconstructions of the left hemispheres of M1 and M5 and right hemispheres of M3 and M4. Label 4 corresponds to the putative anterior border of V3A. Same conventions as in Figure 1.
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complete contralateral hemifield (Van Essen and Zeki, 1978). By
presenting stimuli confined to the upper field, we could identify
V3A from its direct neighbors that contain a lower visual field
representation only. Indeed, anterior to the large portion of dor-
sal occipital cortex activated by the lower field stimulus (V1d,
V2d, and V3d), an island of cortex in the anectant gyrus that
stretched toward the posterior end of the IPS contained an upper
field representation (Figs. 1C, 2, 5, label U). Because V3A repre-
sents the complete contralateral hemifield, its most caudal part
comprises the small strip of cortex with a lower field representa-
tion (Figs. 1C, 2, 5, label L) that lies rostral to the anterior border
of V3d (VM).

In Figure 3A, this representation of the vertical meridian, lying
at the border between V3 and V3A, is illustrated in detail for all
hemispheres tested (Figs. 3A, 5B, label 1). In all cases, this VM was
followed consecutively by a lower and upper field representation
(Fig. 5B). In 50% of the hemispheres, a horizontal meridian split

Figure 3. Horizontal and vertical meridian representations in area V4 and neighboring cor-
tex. A, T-score maps ( p � 0.05, corrected for multiple comparisons) for horizontal (yellow
code) and vertical (blue code) meridian representations are imposed on the flattened cortical
reconstructions of the left hemispheres and right hemispheres of the four subjects. Same con-
ventions as in Figure 1. The location of the region of interest is shown in B. Yellow labels and
arrows indicate locations shown in the coronal and horizontal brain sections in C and D. C,
Coronal brain sections of M1 showing horizontal meridian (yellow code) and vertical meridian
(blue code) driven activity. The coronal section at �15 mm can be compared with the one of
Figure 5C in the same animal (for the UVF–LVF and the LVF–UVF comparison). D, Horizontal and
coronal brain sections of M3.

Figure 4. Anterior border of dorsal V4. A, Plots of percentage MR signal change for horizontal
meridian (HM, red plot), vertical meridian (VM, blue plot), and the 45° “diagonal” (DIAG, dashed
pink plot) stimuli in monkey M1 from the middle of the prelunate gyrus toward the fundus of the
STS. The data points were sampled from coronal sections of the prelunate gyrus as indicated by
the yellow lines in B–D. Percentage signal changes are relative to the no-stimulus baseline
condition. The anterior border of V4 was estimated to be at�2–3 mm from the caudal lip of the
STS (A, gray hatched zone). B–D, Localization of the coronal slices from which the data, as
shown in A, were sampled. One example of a sampling path is shown in a portion of a coronal
section in D (from location a3b, as indicated in B, D, and the bottom of A). Samples were taken
1 mm apart from each other. E, Motion-related activity in the same region of M1 (by comparing
moving versus stationary random texture patterns) (Vanduffel et al., 2001). The moving stim-
ulus activates MT–V5 in this portion of the STS. F, Horizontal (yellow color code, for the com-
parison HM–VM) and vertical (blue color-code, for the comparison VM–HM) meridian repre-
sentations for the same slices as in E.
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these lower and upper field representations (at a statistical crite-
rion of p � 0.05, corrected for multiple comparisons). Antero-
ventrally, the V3A–V4d border was usually bordered by a vertical
meridian (Fig. 2, M4, label 4, and several hemispheres in Figs. 3,
5). Furthermore, the central visual field is represented near the
ventral border of V3A (in five of eight hemispheres). In general,
the complete hemifield representation in this dorsal portion of
the cortex could be reliably used as a fingerprint for V3A. Con-
trary to the findings of Brewer et al. (2002), however, V3A never
covered the entire prelunate gyrus as these authors indicated in
their Figure 9 (case H97).

The upper field representation, which covered the anectant
gyrus within the anterior bank of the lunate sulcus, extended into
the IPS (in six of eight hemispheres) (Fig. 5B). Although this is
consistent with the view that V3A also covers the most caudal
aspect of the IPS (Tsutsui et al., 2001), adjacent but more anterior
areas within this sulcus also seem to have an upper field represen-
tation (Figs. 1C, 5B).

Area TEO, lateral intraparietal area, and parieto-occipital
area (V6)
Area TEO, located rostral to the anterior HM border of V4v,
should be also distinguishable from neighboring cortex by virtue
of its representation of the complete contralateral hemifield
(Boussaoud et al., 1991). In contrast to V3A, however, the char-
acteristic feature distinguishing TEO from its neighbors is a lower
field representation. As marked by the arrow in Figure 1C, we
observed such a lower field representation rostral to the anterior

HM border of V4v. As in the anesthetized animal (Brewer et al.,
2002), the lower field stimulus evoked relatively weak differential
MR signals in the region corresponding to TEO. Furthermore, in
agreement with the findings of Brewer et al. (2002), we observed
a central visual field representation at the most rostral portion of
TEO (Figs. 1B, 3, asterisks) in seven of eight hemispheres (M1,
M3, M4, and the right hemisphere of M5). Our inability to find a
robust retinotopic organization within TEO indicates that neu-
rons with receptive fields driven by upper or lower field stimuli
might be heterogeneously distributed [see also Boussaoud et al.
(1991)] or that our stimuli were less suitable for driving this
region (Hikosaka, 1998).

Additional central visual field representations (Figs. 1–3, 5, 7,
8, indicated by stars and dashed black lines; see below) were ob-
served at the caudalmost portion of the parieto-occipital sulcus
(Fig. 1B, POS, asterisk) and the lateral bank of the IPS. In seven of
the eight hemispheres, an extended upper visual field represen-
tation emerged, located more posterior relative to this lateral
foveal representation, within the IPS (Fig. 5B). These localiza-
tions are in agreement with the coarse retinotopic organization of
this region (Blatt et al., 1990; Ben Hamed et al., 2001), in which
the foveal representation corresponds to the mediodorsal portion
of LIP and the more peripheral representation corresponds to the
posteroventral portion of LIP (Ben Hamed et al., 2001). Only in
M4 (Fig. 5B) did we observe an anteroposterior gradient from the
lower to upper visual field representations, as reported by the
latter authors.

Summary extrastriate cortex
Figure 1, D and E, summarizes the relative positions of the me-
ridians and the upper and lower visual field representations with
respect to the anatomical landmarks for M1 and M3. On the basis
of these representations, we could precisely map the borders of
areas V1, V2, V3, and V4. Furthermore, we were able to localize
all boundaries, except for the anterior border of area MT–V5 and
in some hemispheres that of area V3A. Finally, we could define at
least one border of area TEO and FST.

Eccentricity mapping
To obtain eccentricity maps throughout the visual cortex, we
performed an additional experiment (in M1 and M5) in which we
presented four sets of stimuli with texture patterns identical to
those used in the meridian and quadrant mapping experiments
(see Materials and Methods).

The representation of the central 1.5° is illustrated by the yel-
low color-coded t-map in Figure 6A. The central visual field stim-
ulus (1.5° radius) activated an elliptical region covering the most
lateral portion of the operculum and the anterior tip of the lunate
and inferior occipital sulcus. In addition, this ellipse has three
extensions. Dorsally it extended along the anterior bank of the
lunate sulcus toward V3A (in five of eight hemispheres). Farther
rostrally, the foveal representation extended from the prelunate
gyrus into the STS (toward MT–V5–FST), and ventrally it cov-
ered the prelunate gyrus up to the PMTS (toward TEO) (Fig. 6A).
In ventral occipital cortex (V1v, V2v, V3v, and V4v), the 1.5°
iso-eccentricity contour ran perpendicular to the areal bound-
aries. Dorsally, this was also the case for areas V1d, V2d, and V3d.
Within dorsal V4, however, this line turned sharply from a cau-
dorostral to a dorsoventral course, because it links the central
visual field representation of V3A with that of V4 and MT–V5. As
a result, the 1.5° iso-eccentricity line becomes parallel to the an-
terior border of V3d (that partially abuts V4d) but perpendicular
to the V3A–V4 border (Fig. 6, arrows). The results for the 1.5°

Figure 5. Lower and upper visual field representations in the dorsal anterior visual cortex. A,
Summary view of the right hemisphere of M3. Same conventions as in Figures 1 and 2. The
yellow box indicates the position of the detailed activity maps of all four monkeys as shown in B.
B, Upper (blue color code) and lower (yellow color code) visual field representations ( p � 0.05,
corrected for multiple comparisons) in the dorsal anterior cortex of the eight hemispheres (left
hemisphere is on the left, right hemisphere on the right). Yellow labels and arrows indicate
locations shown in the brain sections in C and D. C, Upper (blue) and lower (yellow) visual fields
representations overlaid onto coronal brain sections of M1. The activities are highly thresholded
to obtain good spatial specificity and to visualize the underlying anatomy. Horsley-Clarke coor-
dinates are indicated on the left bottom of each section. Left hemisphere is on the left. Scale bars
represent t-scores. D, Sagittal brain section of the left hemisphere of M3; same conventions as C.
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stimulus could be replicated within the same subject (Figs. 1B, 6)
and was the same for all animals (Figs. 1B, 2, 3, 5, black dashed
lines).

As the annuli gradually covered larger eccentricities (Fig. 6B–
D), the corresponding ring of activity expanded dorsally and ven-
trally in the operculum, lunate sulcus, IOS, and prelunate gyrus.

More peripheral visual stimulation (Fig. 6D) resulted in progres-
sively more dorsocaudal activations within the STS (probably
including MSTd) as well as the anterior bank of the parieto-
occipital sulcus (corresponding to areas PO/V6/V6A) and poste-
rior parietal cortex including caudal intraparietal sulcus area and
7a. This might reflect the neuronal sensitivity for large and eccen-
tric stimuli in those areas. In a manner similar to the 1.5° eccen-
tricity line, the course of the lines corresponding to larger eccen-
tricities ran perpendicular to the areal boundaries within areas
V1, V2, V3, and V4v. Rostral to the vertical meridian marking the
border between V3d and V4d, however, the eccentricity lines
bent sharply in a ventral direction and became nearly parallel to
the V3–V4 boundary [see also Gattass et al. (1988)]. This resulted
in a marked compression of mid-eccentricity representations
within dorsal V4 (Figs. 6A–C, 7, 8). Interestingly, only stimuli
with a radius �7° activated regions in dorsal prelunate, posterior
parietal, and dorsal STS cortex.

Using the data from the eccentricity mapping, we could cal-
culate magnification factors for area V1. To this end, we plotted
percentage MR signal changes for all eccentricity stimuli tested
relative to a no-stimulus baseline condition. The plots were mea-
sured from ventral to dorsal locations at 3 mm intervals along two
lines that ran parallel to the V1–V2 border as indicated in Figure
7A. We then defined the intersections of the activity profiles from
neighboring stimuli (Fig. 7B, vertical dashed lines). The extent of
cortex within V1 that was activated by each annulus was defined
as the distance between two consecutive intersections. In this
way, we determined that the 1.5–3.5° stimulus activated 7 mm,
and the 3.5–7° stimulus activated 6.5 mm of cortex. Thus for the
average eccentricity of the two annuli (2.5 and 5.25°, respective-
ly), the magnification factors were 3.5 and 1.9 mm/°, respectively.
Normalizing all line plots to the maximal activation (Fig. 7, blue
curve at level q) yielded very similar ratios: i.e., magnification
factors differed �0.1 mm/° compared with those calculated on
the basis of non-normalized data. These values are in close agree-
ment with magnification factors reported by Tootell et al. (1988)
(3.4 and 2.3 mm/°), Van Essen et al. (1984) (4.0 and 1.7 mm/°)
and are near the average of the other studies reported by Tootell
et al. (1988) (3.6 and 2 mm/° at 2.5 and 5.3° eccentricity,
respectively).

As mentioned, we used the eccentricity data to define the level
at which the anterior border of dorsal V4 changed from a diago-
nal to an HM representation. For M1, we observed this transition
between �5 and �7° eccentricity (Figs. 4A,B, 6C). The 1.5° ec-
centricity lines and the course of the HM were similar in M1, M3,
and M4. Thus, although we did not perform the full eccentricity
mapping experiments in the latter two monkeys, we can assume
with confidence that the representation of the diagonal (as border
of V4d) changed to an HM at an eccentricity similar to that in M1.
For M5, however, the representation of this HM is much shorter
(Fig. 2C) and already bends toward MT–V5 at an eccentricity of
approximately �2°. Thus despite some variability, the transition
from a representation of a diagonal toward an HM at the anterior
border of V4d fits rather well with that documented by Gattass et
al. (1988). In some cases (e.g., M5), this transition might occur
even closer to the foveal visual field representation (i.e., at smaller
eccentricities than �5 to �7°).

Discussion
Areas V1, V2, and V3
The overall retinotopic organization observed in the four mon-
keys was essentially in agreement with previously described areal
boundaries and the representations of quadrants (Daniel and

Figure 6. Eccentricity maps for left and right hemispheres of M1. A, T-score maps ( p�0.05,
corrected for multiple comparisons) for the central visual field stimulus (1.5° radius). B–D, The
activity maps revealed by annuli with a radius of [1.5–3.5], [3.5–7], and [7–14]°, respectively
[the respective contrast was always relative to all other annuli types: e.g., (central stimulus) �
(all annuli)]. The iso-eccentricity lines, defined by the borders of each activity pattern, were
perpendicular to the meridians in the early areas. In dorsal V4, the iso-eccentricity lines run
nearly parallel to the areal boundaries (see arrows). Same conventions as in Figure 1.
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Whitteridge, 1961; Gattass et al., 1981; Van Essen et al., 1984).
Area V3 had a mirror representation of area V2, as reported by
Gattass et al. (1981, 1988) and Felleman et al. (1997). A long-
standing controversy in macaque is whether “V3d” and “V3v–
VP” are distinct cortical areas (Burkhalter and Van Essen, 1986;
Felleman and Van Essen, 1987) or two parts of a single area with
an upper and ventral visual field representation (Gattass et al.,
1988; Kaas and Lyon, 2001). We could not document asymmetric

retinotopic properties between the two regions, adding evidence
to the suggestion that V3d and V3v–VP belong to the same area
(Lyon and Kaas, 2002).

Prelunate gyrus and surrounding cortex
Despite a difference in motion sensitivity (Gaska et al., 1988;
Tootell et al., 1997; Goebel et al., 1998; Sunaert et al., 1999; Van-
duffel et al., 2001), human and macaque V3A showed a remark-
ably similar retinotopic organization. A characteristic upper and
lower visual field representation, separated by a horizontal me-
ridian, was also in agreement with earlier electrophysiological
studies (Zeki, 1971, 1977a; Van Essen and Zeki, 1978; Gattass et
al., 1988). Similar to our observations, Zeki (1978) described
vertical meridians at both the caudal and ventrorostral borders of
this area.

A recurrent feature of the anterior bank of the lunate sulcus
and prelunate gyrus was the extensive vertical meridian represen-
tation. On the basis of anatomical, electrophysiological, and
tracer studies (Zeki 1977b; Maguire and Baizer, 1984; Ungerlei-
der and Desimone, 1986; Desimone et al., 1993; Youakim et al.,
2001; Lyon and Kaas, 2002), one would expect a vertical meridian
exactly where we observed one using our fMRI methods.

The region dorsomedial to the VM representation (Fig. 1A,
label 2) receives input from the anterior bank of the parieto-
occipital sulcus (Colby et al., 1988), whereas inferotemporal cor-
tex is more heavily connected with the region lying ventrolateral
to this VM (Morel and Bullier, 1990; Boussaoud et al., 1991).
Furthermore, the dorsomedial but not the ventrolateral region
projects to area 7a (Andersen et al., 1990). Thus, it is tempting to
ask whether this portion of the prelunate gyrus can be subdivided
into a dorsomedial and ventrolateral area divided by a represen-
tation of the VM. The existence of different functional properties
on the two sides of this VM would further support this idea. In a
recent fMRI study, we found sensitivity for three-dimensional
structure-from-motion ventrally but not dorsally relative to this
VM that is positioned on the prelunate gyrus (Vanduffel et al.,
2002). Furthermore, several electrophysiological studies found a
high proportion of orientation-sensitive cells dorsomedial to the
vertical meridian representation but a much lower proportion
ventrolateral to it (Van Essen and Zeki, 1978; Schein et al., 1982;
Mountcastle et al., 1987; Youakim et al., 2001). Thus, retinotopi-

Figure 7. Eccentricity in area V1. A, Significance map of the activity driven by the [3.5–7]° annulus in M5 (as compared with all other annuli). The iso-eccentricity lines were very similar to those
of M1. Black dots represent the sampling points (3 mm � 0.3) along two lines running parallel to the meridians of area V1. The percentage signal change relative to the no-stimulus condition for
the four different stimuli at these points are plotted in B. The locations of 1.5, 3.5, and 7° eccentricity were defined as the intersections of the activity profiles.

Figure 8. Comparison between our fMRI and previous electrophysiological results and con-
nections patterns. A, Figure from Gattass et al. (1988) (reproduced with permission). The results
from this electrophysiological retinotopic mapping experiment show a pattern of iso-
eccentricity lines similar to that observed in the present study (see iso-eccentricity lines in C ). B,
Figure showing projections of VM and HM in V3A, V4, and MT–V5, extracted from Lyon and Kaas
(2002) (reproduced with permission). C, Iso-eccentricity lines in right hemisphere of M1 derived
from Figure 5. D, Close-up view of the horizontal and vertical meridians, upper and lower visual
field representations around dorsal V4 (M1).
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cally and functionally, as well as anatomically, there is substantial
evidence to assign this VM (Fig. 1A, label 2) as dorsal border of
V4. The next question is what region the dorsomedial prelunate
area might correspond to. In the present study, we could only
activate this region by using large peripheral stimuli (Fig. 6D).
This finding is in agreement with the electrophysiological results
of Tanaka et al. (1986), which showed that the dorsomedial as-
pect of the prelunate gyrus (their area “PVA”) was driven mainly
by large peripheral stimuli. As suggested by Gattass et al. (1988)
and Andersen et al. (1990), this dorsal portion of the prelunate
gyrus might correspond to area DP.

Ventrolateral to the border with presumed DP, the functional
organization of the prelunate gyrus is also complex. On the basis
of connection patterns and retinotopy, this region of cortex was
originally called V4. Subsequently, several parcellation schemes
have been proposed along the caudorostral axis. For example, on
the basis of a representation of a horizontal meridian, V4 was
further subdivided into V4 proper and V4A (Zeki, 1971; Pigarev
et al., 2002) or in rostral (DLr) and caudal (DLc) area DL (Kaas,
1996). At least with the present resolution of our technique, we
obtained no evidence for a caudorostral subdivision of dorsal V4.
We did find a horizontal meridian at the anterior border of ven-
tral V4 that extended dorsally toward the horizontal meridian,
splitting the lower and upper visual field of MT–V5. Thus, we
found evidence for a horizontal meridian as an anterior border
only for ventral and central V4. In agreement with the electro-
physiological maps of Gattass et al. (1988) and the connection
patterns of Lyon and Kaas (2002), however, we observed a grad-
ual transition from the VM toward the HM as one moves from
dorsal to ventral locations along the anterior V4d border. Exactly
as predicted by Gattass et al. (1988), the latter fMRI-defined rep-
resentation of the HM started at approximately �5 to �7° eccen-
tricity (Figs. 4, 8).

Area V4 showed another striking difference between the rep-
resentations of the upper and lower visual fields in its ventral and
dorsal parts, respectively. Although the iso-eccentricity lines were
perpendicular to the V3v–V4v border, they ran almost parallel to
the V3d–V4d border. This pattern of iso-eccentricity lines is
highly comparable with that found in electrophysiological map-
ping experiments (Gattass et al., 1988) (Fig. 8A) and our earlier
fMRI study (Vanduffel et al., 2002, their Fig. 1A). The finding
that for at least a portion of the V3d–V4d border (although not
for the V3A–V4d boundary) the eccentricity lines run almost
parallel to that boundary might indicate that the assumption (as
made for the traveling wave method) that the angular and eccen-
tricity representations must lie orthogonal to one another to seg-
ment cortical regions into different areas may not be equally valid
throughout visual cortex.

One of the most compelling indirect results from this study
relates to the “homology” question between human and monkey
V4d. In agreement with the electrophysiology and former tracer
studies, the present experiment yielded a complex but clear reti-
notopic organization within monkey dorsal V4. So far, however,
not a single human fMRI study has provided any evidence of a
robust retinotopic organization within the topological human
equivalent of monkey V4d (Bartels and Zeki, 2000; Tootell and
Hadjikhani, 2001). Our experiments exclude technique-related
explanations for this functional interspecies difference. Further-
more, in New World monkeys, which diverged from the Homi-
nidae much earlier than the Old World monkeys (Preuss, 2003),
both dorsal and ventral V4 have a similar retinotopic organiza-
tion compared with that of V4v in humans and monkeys (Pinon
et al., 1998). Together with the present data, this suggests that

human and macaque V4d, but not the remainder of early visual
cortex, have evolved differently during �25 million years of
separation.

Despite the fact that a different functional organization be-
tween dorsal V4 of human and macaque has been observed, the
retinotopic and topological organization of ventral V4 is remark-
ably similar in the two species; i.e., the caudal border is charac-
terized by a VM, and the rostral border is characterized by an
HM. Furthermore, ventral V4 is rather thin and elongated in both
species, as opposed to the wide and irregular shaped V4d (or the
human V4d topolog). This result suggests that, possibly because
of the different evolutionary pathways as suggested above, the
upper and ventral counterparts of V4 might not be considered as
the lower and upper field representations of a single area (in
humans and maybe even in macaques). These differences in reti-
notopic organization between ventral and dorsal V4 might also
indicate that other functional differences between these two re-
gions exist (Tootell and Hadjikhani, 2001).

MT–V5 and FST
In the present study, we first localized area MT–V5 on the basis of
its motion sensitivity (Vanduffel et al., 2001). The retinotopic
organization within this area closely matched the organization
found in previous electrophysiological studies (Van Essen et al.,
1981; Desimone and Ungerleider, 1986; Maunsell and Van Essen,
1987) and a recent anterograde tracer study (Lyon and Kaas,
2002). An HM representation separated a dorsal lower field from
a ventral upper visual field representation. Furthermore, MT–V5
is dorsally and ventrally bordered by vertical meridian represen-
tations (Fig. 8). In human MT–V5, the upper and lower visual
field representations are also separated by an HM; however, in
contrast to monkey MT–V5, the UVF is represented in the ros-
trodorsal, and the lower visual field is represented in the cau-
doventral portion of MT–V5� (Huk et al., 2002).

Comparison of awake with anesthetized monkey fMRI results
The present results are mostly similar to those observed in a
recent anesthetized monkey fMRI study (Brewer et al., 2002).
Notable differences between our study and Brewer’s are the reti-
notopic organization and location of V3A and the anterior bor-
der of V4. Because the present results are essentially in agreement
with electrophysiological findings (Gattass et al., 1988; Felleman
and Van Essen 1991), it is unlikely that partial volume effects,
attributable to the low spatial resolution (2 � 2 � 2 mm) at a low
magnetic field (1.5 T), can explain these differences. Instead, the
approximately fivefold increase in contrast-to-noise ratio by us-
ing a contrast agent (Vanduffel et al., 2001; Leite et al., 2002) in
combination with an awake instead of an anesthetized prepara-
tion apparently counterbalanced the gain in signal-to-noise ratio
at high field (4.7 T). Another noteworthy feature of MION com-
pared with blood oxygen level-dependent (BOLD) signal is that
they arise from capillaries rather than small draining veins, re-
sulting in a crisper localization of the MR signals (Leite et al.,
2002). This may have offset the effects of the smaller voxel sizes
used in the study by Brewer et al. (2002). The present results also
suggest that the combination of an awake animal preparation
with high-resolution imaging at high magnetic fields (and stron-
ger gradients) might enable investigators to unravel the retino-
topic organization in more extrastriate areas compared with this
study.
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Conclusion
In general, the fMRI-defined retinotopic organization within sin-
gle animals is remarkably similar to the existing maps (Felleman
and Van Essen, 1991) of monkey cortex. Moreover, except for
dorsal V4, our retinotopic maps are in good agreement with the
retinotopic organization of human visual cortex. This finding
adds evidence to the suggestion that early visual areas (except for
V4d) in humans and monkeys might be homologous (Vanduffel
et al., 2002). Finally, the significant retinotopic differences be-
tween dorsal and ventral V4 might imply different functional
roles for these regions. Future fMRI and electrophysiological
follow-up studies in the monkey might resolve whether the func-
tional properties of dorsal and ventral V4 are dissimilar enough
to consider them as distinct areas.
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